
Try ordering a simple COFFEE for yourself somewhere today!

Insofar, such a picture, in this case created as a photogram folded 
into itself, would potentially contain rather another kind of re-
ality, a reality that would be difficult to achieve with a photo-re-
alistic image, because it is situated somewhere below, above, or 
beside, not in what one really “de facto” sees. With the possibili-
ties of a compacting abstraction, theoretically, what arise and are 
negotiated are scenarios or contexts that could be represented in 
another way than photo-realistically, but for this reason are not 
necessarily always less real-seeming.

“The Western conception of history is that it has been charac-
terized by manʼs increasing understanding and mastery of the 
physical environment, by the progressive triumph of mind over 
matter. The evidence of human history seems to confirm our 
sense that abstract, intellectual, spiritual elements are superior 
to material and physical things. This has led inevitably to a hier-
archical ordering that informs our apprehension and judgment 
of human activities and experiences.”1

Although the text from which this quote comes is from 1982, 
and there has surely been some movement in this respect in the 
last thirty years, these clearly hierarchical cultural perspectives 
shaped by Platonic ideas nonetheless certainly still succinctly 
colour, more or less consciously, our thinking today, don’t they? 
Perhaps, however, what we see specifically in Seufert’s Pringles 
pictures and in the case of the tacos (“Untitled, Taco 2,” 2013), 
apparently exposed using a quite similar technique, the decorative 
feathers of the “Truth and Trust” series of 2014, or the brisk “Neu” 
works of 2015, and the two motifs “Farbstück #1” and “Farbstück 
#2” (Piece of Colour #1 & #2) is something like an ironically 
cryptic turning of the screws of the baser, material (LOW), and 
of the superior, cerebral (HIGH), which might once again make 
it possible to overcome such divisions. In place of a colour-met-
aphysics, as, for instance, in the work of Rupprecht Geiger, here, 
the most banal “material” from the megacloud of the consumer 
goods industry is transcended in an ironic turn with the help of 
the simplest means from the bag of tricks of analogue photogra-
phy and laboratory techniques to become a colourful shadow of 
itself, Pringles-Spirit in the art universe, go ahead, there you have 
it. It nearly calls to mind Rhineland humor à la Sigmar Polke, but 
is simply more contemporary in origin. And those who then look 
again in order to see what kinds of stories are connected with such 
banal things, therefore at the objects that must still arguably have 
really existed physically at some point so as to be able to leave 
their traces behind as witnesses indexically on the photo paper, 
which is what still continues to constitute photography’s great ap-
peal—therefore, those who in this case now take an exemplary 
look at the “Pringles”—they very quickly find themselves in the 
churning sea of the everyday consumer-goods and marketing in-
sanity of a Procter & Gamble universe2 (which as rumor has it, 
has already long since been part in turn of the even more gigantic 
multi Monsanto and will perhaps soon, very soon, be devoured by 
GOOOOOOOOGLE or one of the other gigantesque squids, but 
things haven’t yet gone that far, have they? But please take a look 
yourself, in the best case using Google itself;)).

8tung here comes Wiki 4u now, j4f:

Pringles have been available in Germany since 1996. The fol-
lowing classic varieties are on offer: “Cheese & Onion”, “Hot 

& Spicy” “Ketchup”, “Original”, “Classic Paprika (before 
2013, only “Paprika”), “Sweet Paprika”, “,Salt & Vinegar”, 
and “Sour Cream & Onion”, as well as “Texas BBQ Sauce”. In 
mid-2013, the new “XTRA” line replaced the temporarily avail-
able, spicier “Xtreme” edition. The corresponding varieties do 
not exclusively focus on spiciness, but do have a stronger taste 
in general as a result of more intense seasoning. The varieties 
“Spicy Chilli Sauce” and “Kickin’ Sour Cream & Onion” are, 
however, very similar to the former “Xtreme” varieties “Flamin’ 
Chilli Sauce” and “Spicy Sour Cream & Onion”. In addition, the 
“XTRA” varieties “Cheesy Nacho Cheese” and “Saucy BBQ” 
seem to be reworked versions of the “Xtreme” varieties “Explod-
ing Cheese & Chilli” and “Take Away Smokin Ribs”. Further-
more, the varieties “Original”, “Classic Paprika”, and “Sour 
Cream & Onion” are also available as 40-g cans. Foreign fla-
vors such as “Pizza”, “Peperoni”, or “Tomato & Mozzarella” 
were and are available at irregular intervals as limited editions.3

WOW!  WTF! What a text! 

And moreover: Ingredients: “Classic Paprika”: mashed potato 
powder, vegetable oil, vegetable fat, cornmeal, wheat starch, 
maltodextrin, emulsifier E471; dextrose, salt, yeast powder, rice 
flour, wheat flour, flavour enhancers: monosodium glutamate, 
disodium guanylate, and disodium inosonate; onion powder, pa-
prika powder, colouring agent: paprika extract; garlic powder, 
aroma.

Tags: cholesterol-free, egg-free, nibbling, lactose-free, milk-
free, Pringles, Pringles Paprika. Pure, vegetable, snack, vegan … 

One current questions from the infinite vastness of the 
WWW: really vegan? Some consumers in blogs relating to the 
topic of Pringles ingredients are discussing whether there is 
something pork-based in them. Since the emulsifier E471 can be 
obtained from both plant-based as well as animal-based materi-
als. The manufacturer claims that only vegetable fat is used for 
the emulsifier in this case, and pork-related ingredients are in any 
case not used in any of the varieties. Obviously, actually, because 
there would indeed otherwise also be some 1.5 billion fewer po-
tential buyers.

If one would like, it would naturally also be possible to go 
deeper into the kinds of correlations that such images do indeed 
bring along with them like a comet trail, and it could then possi-
bly also develop into a longer essay or even a novel, as the case 
may be, perhaps David Foster Wallace also arrived at the idea 
for his massive, monstrous novel Infinite Jest4 in such a way. In 
it, there is, for instance, an alternative calendar system, because 
the Gregorian calendar has been abolished by the Organisation of 
North American Nations and replaced by a system of sponsors’ 
names—the years are called, for example, “Year of the Trial-Size 
Dove Bar”, “Year of Dairy Products from the American Heart-
land”, or also the “Year of the Yushityu 2007 Mimetic-Resolu-
tion-Cartridge-View-Motherboard-Easy-To-Install-Upgrade For 
Infernatron/InterLace TP Systems for Home, Office, or Mobile”, 
and so on; a “Year of Raspberry Foam and Lemony Dream Pring-
les” would then not really attract attention there. 

However—and this is indeed the beautiful thing about fasci-
nating pictures, they are sometimes very simple, and one can also 
simply enjoy their surface quite “superficially” and then perhaps 
simply go on quite superficially—if one, however, takes a some-
what closer look and the “cinema of the mind” is turned on by the 
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So, for example, various arrangements as if shot directly from 
above with a repro camera of flat, transparently translucent, po-
tato-slice-like ovals—pastel-light-hued, seemingly completely 
disembodied, almost a bit like watercolour-like shadows of 
something, floating before a nearly neutral white. But shadows of 
what? It almost reminds me of ... ? Exactly, the title then indeed 
says it: “Pringles.” But what kind of colours are those? When I 
look at them, what comes to mind is an image that I just recently 
encountered again—unfortunately not as a surely splendid origi-
nal serigraphy, but instead as a small, low-res image in an online 
shop somewhere in the Web— namely by the painter Ruppre-
cht Geiger, who made a name for himself in the 1960s and 70s 
with his colour field painting with, for the most part, jazzy col-
ours: “Oranger Kreis mit gelbem Kranz auf weiß” (Orange Cir-
cle with Yellow Wreath on White) from1971, which has quite 
beautiful parallels to Stefanie Seufert’s picture “Untitled (Prin-
gles 4)”. The colours here are therefore completely uncoupled 
from the object, totally unpringlelike; this is not photography 
as one is mainly usually familiar with, in which objects and/or 
scenarios are realistically (or should I rather say photo-realisti-
cally) recognisable. Raspberries and lemons, for example, have 
indeed not appeared in Pringles’ program of flavours thus far. 
But perhaps the ghostlike photo, which was possibly created in 
the lab as a photogram, anticipates something that lies in the very 
near future, perhaps precisely these flavours will indeed exist at 
some point in time, and indeed more quickly than we imagine? 
Just think about broccoli and garlic ice cream! Or the one with 
a brandy and sardine taste, and the beef ice-cream sundae, and 
Viagra ice cream (that’s not a joke, it all supposedly exists, at the 
Coromoto ice cream café in Venezuela, for instance). Okay, ice 
cream is ice cream, and Pringles are Pringles, and Venezuela is 
far away, but what is actually going on with the totally exploding 
number of new flavors and differentiations in product variants 
extending to all possible ramifications on ALL levels, in nearly 
all areas? What is it actually trying to tell us if even in the case of 
something like German beer, which still had an utterly unshak-
able-seeming conservative cultural image until twenty years 
ago, is suddenly available in everything from naturally cloudy 
URBIER in the age-old flip-top bottle design to trendy bon-
bon-coloured concoctions with some sort of fruit-taste additives 
and labels and bottles to match? Or quite particularly succinctly 
also in the case of COFFEE: Try ordering a simple COFFEE 
for yourself somewhere today!—With such a nerve-strainingly 
unspecific order, you will surely now only reap displeasure, a 
questioning lack of understanding, and/or tired pity! Or sim-
ply browse perhaps through the variants of just one single type 
of sneaker produced up to now by one single manufacturer: the 
Nike “Air Max 90”! The crass degree of almost hysterically 
boundless differentiation, whose point of reference, as the num-
ber in the name already says, is quite truly a retro number—the 
“original” is from the 1990s—that can barely be surpassed! And 
therefore, SO WHAT? DESIGN YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL 
PRINGLES GENERATION! With this, I therefore already want 
to register, in black on white, the copyright on this theme park 
idea of the opportunity to individualize Pringles, and in addi-
tion, also on the two colours and flavours of Pringles Raspberry 
Dream and Soft Lemon! 

picture, something can then also come bubbling in and out, even 
if one is already long since somewhere else, is therefore situated 
somewhere very different both temporally and spatially. And then 
such pictures and combinations of pictures as Stefanie Seufert 
produces them are simply also always a testimony to the fact that 
a purity in the dichotomy of “intellectual, spiritual” and “mate-
rial, physical” naturally does not and cannot exist in any way. 
That the boundaries are permeable to both sides, that, for exam-
ple, something of an intellectual achievement, thus SPIRIT, al-
ways also pervades such banal things, even if, as here in the case 
of the Tacos or Pringles, this spirit is completely determined by 
the ideology of marketing. And the fact that, conversely—in the 
case of the “Pringles” pictures naturally very obviously, but oth-
erwise also nearly always in one way or the other—art naturally 
also has many banal and extremely banal parts, but without run-
ning the risk of inevitably being banal itself.

A whole series of different approaches is employed in Ste-
fanie Seufert’s works. Experimental techniques in the labora-
tory such as the photograms, “very normal” photographs, hence 
exposures with a camera with a film (or a chip?) inside it, those 
shot “en plein air” somewhere outside, lit matter-of-factly and 
in a neutral way without shadows, objects photographed in the 
studio as if for a product catalogue, experiments only with light, 
time, and photo paper, photos of photos, and recently also ab-
stract sculptures on exposed photo paper. What is always con-
cerned, however, is achieving diverse shadings of alienation and/
or abstraction with the means of photography. Of an alienation, 
or, as the case may be, an abstraction that only arises through the 
possibilities of framing, up to fields and gradations of colour cre-
ated purely in the laboratory, which no longer bear any traces of 
objects, and thus radically reject photography’s task of repre-
senting—and that are then in part used once again in a physically 
“real” way, again become objects through serving as material for 
sculptures, which then, however, in turn have abstract forms. And 
soon then perhaps to turn the screw another round: to be photo-
graphed as a further reinterpretation? Or simply, in the mean-
time also again in a completely different way, through printing an 
object that has already once been photographed and is then once 
again photographed as a print, as, for instance, in the case of the 
picture “yet untitled #11”. Shot a bit obliquely from the side and 
in such a way that it is also possible to see the white border of the 
photo paper, as if someone quickly shot the photo in passing for 
remembrance, for instance at an exhibition, and avoided distract-
ing reflections by using an oblique camera angle. 

Details of colourful patchwork carpets that—as already the 
Pringles and Tacos, but also other of Seufert’s motifs—again play 
very directly with a reference to abstract painting. Four photos of 
all sides of a white baseball cap, which is printed densely, “allo-
ver”, with black letters, in which one first expectantly attempts 
to decipher what possibly stands there, until one has either found 
out, or reads the title: “HUI” is simply what stands there, and in 
one’s detective-like search for meaning, one somehow once again 
feels taken for a ride in a charming way, because simply precisely 
only that and nothing else can be read on the caps.

And I am sure that more and more possibilities of experi-
mental techniques will continued to be tried and tested and also 
be included in her work, if it just fits in, because nothing is ruled 
out a priori, and also should not remain so; one notices that this 
is indeed, without wanting to overemphasise this, always also 
photography about photography and its physical characteristics, 

Stefan Panhans



In einem Interview hat die Künstlerin Isa Genzken einmal ge-
sagt, dass sie das Medium Fotografie so sehr mag, weil es einen 
gewissen Realitätsbezug habe und universell verständlich sei. Im 
Prinzip liefere die Fotografie Hinweise auf die Realität, auf die 
Gegenwart, die wiederum für sie in der Entwicklung ihrer Skulp-
turen entscheidend sei. Denn eine Skulptur könne zwar verrückt 
sein, aber sie müsse einen gewissen Realitätsbezug haben.1 

Wenn ich eine Gruppe neuerer Direktbelichtungen (»To-
wer«, 2015) von Stefanie Seufert betrachte, die sich durch ihre 
Art der Faltungen von Fotopapieren im Raum zu Skulpturen for-
mieren, dann kommt mir dieser Gedanke von Isa Genzken über 
die universelle Sprache der Fotografie und die von ihr gezogene 
Verbindung zur Arbeit an der Skulptur in den Sinn.2 Dies mag ir-
ritieren, da die (meisten) Fotografien von Stefanie Seufert und 
das, was sie mit oder aus ihnen herstellt, zum Beispiel Skulp-
turen, zunächst als abstrakte (Bild-)Kompositionen erscheinen. 
Tatsächlich macht aber der Begriff der Abstraktion in ihrem Werk 
nicht wirklich Sinn, da alles, was die Künstlerin tut, einen ganz 
unmittelbaren Bezug zur Welt und ihren Erscheinungen aufweist. 
Dieser unmittelbare Bezug zur Welt konkretisiert sich in ihren 
analogen fotografischen Arbeiten geradezu – und darum wird es 
im folgenden Text im Kern gehen. 

Formalästhetisch lassen sich mit dem Skulpturenensemble 
»Tower« klare Bezüge zu Genzken herstellen. Es ist eine Arbeit, 
die aus ihren ersten Faltungen von direkt belichtetem Papier her-
vorging (»Falter«, 2014). Mit den vordergründig einfach-smar-
ten Titeln, die diese neue Gruppe von Arbeiten trägt, »Ipanema/
Marine Pearl«, »Dark Aubergine«, »Atlas Grey«, dockt Stefanie 
Seufert (wie Genzken) an die unmittelbare Gegenwart und ihre 
normal gewordenen Extravaganzen an, die sich zum Beispiel 
in der Werbesprache mit ihren bildsprachlichen Suggestionen 
zeigen, Stichwort: »Dark Aubergine«. Erst beim zweiten Lesen 
öffnen sich in diesen Titeln auf subtile Weise Bezüge, etwa zu 
einem »modernen« Farbkatalog, mit dem sich eine mainstream-
ige Ästhetik der Gegenwart mitteilt, die gewiss für viele Men-
schen gerade lebenswichtig ist (wenn sie etwa die Farben ihrer 

Küchenmöbel auswählen oder die metallenen Oberflächen ihrer 
Neuwagen). 

Genzken hat schon ihre frühesten Skulpturen an Computern 
generieren lassen, ein Aufwand, der enorm gewesen sein muss 
und wahrscheinlich ganze Büroräume mit riesigen Rechnern aus-
füllte. Dagegen steht speziell in dieser Arbeit Stefanie Seuferts 
Körpereinsatz in der Dunkelheit des Farblabors. Hier werden die 
großformatigen Fotopapiere belichtet, gefaltet, erneut belichtet, 
wieder gefaltet usw., bis eine mehrfach farblich abgestufte Stele 
aus Papier den nötigen Stand im Raum findet. Mit ihren glän-
zenden Oberflächen changiert die Wahrnehmung dessen, was 
die Künstlerin hier vor uns abstellt, irgendwo zwischen Wolken-
kratzer, Kotflügel und industriellem Verwertungsrest. Keine Ab-
straktion, aber: Konkretion, suggestiv. Die ganze Fragilität dieses 
skulpturalen Ensembles aus Fotopapieren, das gerade nicht auf 
weitere Träger aufgebracht wurde, sondern in seiner rein papier-
nen Existenz klar einsturzgefährdet ist, lässt Verweise in viele 
Richtungen zu: Die Knicke und die nicht an jeder Stelle glatt-
gezogenen Oberflächen machen deutlich, dass wir es hier mit 
manueller Fertigung zu tun haben. Ein klar an den Körper ge-
bundener und auf diesen bezogener Herstellungsprozess wird 
sichtbar. Das Bild kann nicht größer werden als seine Produzen-
tin beziehungsweise die Spannbreite ihrer Arme, es wäre einfach 
nicht mehr handhabbar. Mit diesem Zugriff aufs Material ist sie 
den fotografischen Arbeiten des britischen Künstlers Walead 
Beshty ähnlich3. Zugleich zeigt sich ein Insistieren auf der foto-
grafischen Abbildbarkeit von etwas, und sei es nur das Abbil-
den eines Wortes, Stichwort: »Atlas Grey«: Das Trägermaterial 
Papier und das, was auf seiner Oberfläche emulgiert, reicht zur 
Darstellung, ihm muss nichts hinzugefügt werden. Aber – in ei-
ner metaphorischen Lesart – wird auch klar: Es geht Seufert um 
die Brüchigkeit der Angebotsökonomie der Gegenwart. Ganz 
grundsätzlich spürt sie in ihren Arbeiten ihre unsinnigsten und 
absonderlichsten Fortsätze auf, die wie selbstverständlich in Ver-
wertungskreisläufe eingespeist werden und hier ihr nicht eben 
unrentables Eigenleben führen. Sondern die sich im Gegenteil 

its cultural attributions, and a game with the expectations that 
we inherently associate with it, and not one that adheres to a par-
ticular photographic dogma. With these works, the artist is ele-
gantly navigating in a very specific peripheral zone in the ocean 
of possibilities of photography, and for a fascinating cartogra-
phy of this area with all its shoals, references, and possibilities. 
As a further level, Seufert’s artistic strategy also clearly includes 
the respectively very precise combinatorics of motifs among and 
between one another thanks to the, in part, very different tech-
niques. Therefore, how exactly which motif hangs next to which, 
at what distance and in what context on a wall, or in space, for ex-
ample in an exhibition or in this book: What comes together here 
in what size on a two-page spread, what must stand alone, which 
and how many motifs from one series, which picture comes after 
which. Beyond the individual motif, the conversations that Ste-
fanie Seufert’s motifs conduct with one another before our eyes 
are surely just as important a moment for her work as the con-
versations, discussions, debates, or also flirtations that they con-
duct with those of other (photo) artists, or non-artists. The pic-
tures respectively have to be precisely assembled anew again in 
each context so that “mirror images” and “shadows” arise and are 
piled up ever anew, the comet tail always travels new orbits, and 
we are again and again able to lose ourselves in all of this anew.

A poetic list, in contrast to a practical list, is always poten-
tially infinite, says Umberto Eco.

Stefan Panhans ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 
elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum so-
ciis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur 
ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec.

1 Jules David Prown, Mind in Matter An Introduction to Material Culture Theory 
and Method, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982.

2 The Procter & Gamble Company, since 1837, a US-American consumer goods 
corporation represented in seventy countries with its headquarters in Cincinnati, 
Ohio; 118,000 employees, 83,062 million US Dollars (financial year: 2014).

3  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pringles
4 David Foster Wallace, Infinite Jest, Boston, 1996. 
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